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Case Report
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INTRODUCTION

Drug-resistant epilepsy patients who are not candidates for resective or ablative procedures are 
consistently evaluated for neuromodulation. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an open-loop 
approach that mostly delivers continuous stimulation to the anterior thalamic nucleus (ANT), 
the centromedian nucleus of the thalamus (CMT), and the hippocampus (Hipp). Responsive 
neurostimulation (RNS), on the other hand, is a closed-loop approach with on-demand 

ABSTRACT
Background: is report aims to describe the neuromodulation effect on seizure control in a patient with a left 
hippocampal migrated electrode to the Posterior Sylvian Junction (PSJ) during a follow-up of 17 years.

Case Description: We report a case of a female patient with drug-resistant epilepsy who initiated at seven 
years old and underwent a stereotactic frame-based insertion of a left hippocampal electrode for deep brain 
stimulation (DBS). Posterior migration of the electrode was identified at PSJ by postoperative magnetic 
resonance imaging one month after surgery. A consistent seizure reduction (Engel IC) was obtained with 2v-
120 uS-145 Hz, contacts 0–3 negative, casing positive DBS parameters and maintained to this day. Patient data 
were collected from electronic medical records preceded by obtaining an informed consent for research and 
publication purposes. Stimulation parameter adjustments were confirmed with the digital records of the local 
device provider (Medtronic).

Results: PSJ is a connectivity confluence point of white matter pathways in the posterior quadrant of the 
hemispheres. White mater DBS could be considered for research as a potential complementary target for 
neuromodulation of refractory epilepsy.
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stimulation at the epileptogenic zone and vicinities with the 
purpose of abating the ongoing ictal discharges. Both types of 
stimulation may be delivered through deep seating electrodes 
covering gray and/or white matter.[2,4,9,15,18,19,21]

From an anatomical and functional point-of-view, there are 
identifiable regions of connectivity confluence in the brain 
where white matter stimulation (WMS) could play a role 
in seizure control. As an example, WMS of the temporal 
stem (TS) has been described for bilateral mesial temporal 
epilepsy (MTLE) with satisfactory results.[9] e authors 
believe that it is due to the confluence of fibers related to the 
epileptogenic network at the TS on MTLE. is case report 
describes adequate seizure control after neuromodulation of 
a connectivity confluence of tracts in the posterior quadrant 
of the hemisphere.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient data were collected from electronic medical records 
preceded by obtaining an informed consent for research and 
publication purposes. Stimulation parameter adjustments 
were confirmed with the digital records of the local device 
provider (Medtronic). is case report follows the CARE 
Guidelines.[13]

CASE REPORT

We report a case of a female patient with drug-resistant 
epilepsy that initiated at seven years old with frequent motor 
(focal to bilateral tonic-clonic seizures) and non-motor 
(impaired awareness seizures) focal onset seizures (12–16 daily 
seizures), diagnosed, and managed as temporal epilepsy in a 
pediatric center with no previous medical, family, psychosocial 
history, surgeries, or any other risks factors. Psycho-affective 
(fear and anxiety) and visual auras with no oroalimentary or 
gestural automatisms were also identified during childhood.

In 2006, at the age of 16 years, the patient was admitted to our 
center for evaluation. Drug-resistant epilepsy was confirmed 

(valproate 60  mg/kg/day, levetiracetam 3  g/day, lamotrigine 
200  mg/day, and clonazepam 4  mg/day). Examination 
demonstrated no neurological deficits. Neuropsychological 
evaluation revealed no memory impairment. Magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) showed left hippocampal 
atrophy and no structural lesion. Initial interictal 
electroencephalogram presented with bilateral frontotemporal 
activity. Video electroencephalogram (vEEG) revealed 
ictal left temporal epileptiform discharges and generalized 
interictal slow theta-alpha activity. Given that a consistent 
elementary visual phenomena (phosphenes) aura was 
identified during childhood, an invasive intracranial recording 
was offered to rule out a posterior extratemporal origin. e 
proposed invasive vEEG with subdural grid implantation to 
identify an ictal onset zone was not consented to by the family 
and the patient. For that reason, the patient was considered 
to be treated as a left temporal refractory epilepsy and a left 
trans-Sylvian selective amygdalohippocampectomy was 
offered, but the patient and her family stated the preference 
for a minimally invasive procedure.

She underwent a stereotactic frame-based insertion (F.L. 
Fischer, Freiburg, Germany) of a 3387 wide-spaced four 
contacts deep electrode (DBS Medtronic, Minneapolis, 
MN, USA) throughout the major axis of the hippocampus 
using a posterior longitudinal trajectory in February 
2006 [Figure  1]. e Target Point coordinates according 
to the Talairach-Tournoux coplanar Stereotaxic Atlas of 
the Human Brain were x = 30  mm, y = 8  mm in front of 
the PC line, and z = 16  mm below the AC-PC line. As a 
routine protocol, in our center, electrodes are implanted and 
maintained switched off for four weeks. No modification in 
seizure frequency was obtained immediately after surgery. 
A reduction of seizure frequency noticed during the 4th week 
after surgical implantation (from 12–16 daily seizures to 
3–4 daily seizures) was noticed. Posterior migration of the 
electrode was identified at Posterior Sylvian Junction (PSJ) by 
postoperative MRI 1 month after surgery [Figures 2]. Given 
that a reduction of seizure frequency occurred during the 

Figure  1: (a) Preoperative T2-magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), axial view showing left 
hippocampal atrophy and increased diameter of the temporal horn with no evidence of structural 
lesion. (b and c) Postoperative MRI, T1-coronal, and T2 axial view, showing electrode position in the 
left hippocampus.
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4th  week after surgical implantation, the decision to initiate 
DBS-PSJ stimulation was taken (2v-120 uS-145 Hz, contacts 
0–3 negative, casing positive), and a consistent reduction in 
seizure frequency (some seizures after surgery, but seizure-
free for at least 2 years). In the last follow-up an Engel IC 
score was obtained. DBS parameters were not modified from 
2006 to 2019.

Both clinicians and the patient noticed a maintained seizure 
reduction during a long-term follow-up. In 2019, an invasive 
recording with SEEG implantation to change and optimize 
electrode position was proposed to confirm or rule out a 
temporal or posterior quadrant origin of seizures. However, 
further invasive evaluation was not consented by the patient 
and family due to favorable clinical results obtained with the 

previous PSJ stimulation. From 2019 to 2021, parameters 
were modified to improve seizure control. Nevertheless, 
the most favorable outcome (Engel IC) was obtained 
with original parameters (2v-120 uS-145  Hz, contacts 
0–3 negative, casing positive) and maintained to this day 
[Tables 1 and 2].

DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case that 
describes WMS in the posterior region of the hemisphere 
with a favorable outcome.[15] A previous publication about 
WMS for epilepsy in the anterior segment of the TS has been 
reported with significant seizure reduction.[7]

Figure  2: (a-i) Postoperative magnetic resonance imaging electrode localization and diffuse tensor 
imaging (DTI) tractrographic reconstruction of Posterior Sylvian Junction (PSJ) (yellow arrow figures 
a/b/c). (d/e/f) Arcuate-Superior Longitudinal Fascicle (in orange) complex diffusion tensor imaging 
in axial, coronal, and sagittal view demonstrates the medial position of the electrode in relation to the 
superficial layer of the PSJ at this level. (g/h/i/j) Inferior Frontal Occipital Fascicle (IFOF) (in green) 
DTI located in the deep sagittal stratum layer of the PSJ. e electrode is visualized in this layer. (h/j/k) 
e Tapetum (in red and purple) is identified in the deep layer of the PSJ, medial to the electrode.
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e rationale for neurostimulation in epilepsy is the modulation 
of a pathologic neural network. DBS for seizure control in 
refractory epilepsy has been focused on the anterior thalamic 
nucleus (ANT), CMT, and hippocampus (Hipp).[2,4,15,17,18,21] A 
recent meta-analysis reported that the anterior location of the 
electrode resulted in an improved stimulation effect during 
ANT neuromodulation.[19] In addition, SANTE trial reported a 
better long-term seizure reduction in stimulation of electrodes 
contiguous to the mamillothalamic tract junction with a 
response rate of 43.5% versus 21.9% (P < 0.05).[19]

As mentioned before, WMS has been described in the TS for 
bilateral MTLE with RNS.[9] A median 44.25% SR with a follow-
up of 3.13 years (1.3–10 year) was reported with 30% of cases 
entirely seizure-free for at least 8 months.[9] e previous reports 
of MTLE-RNS have demonstrated a median seizure reduction 
(SR) of 66.5% with a 6-year follow-up.[5] After a final confirmation 
of the accurate position of deep electrodes, there was no 
significant difference in SR between patients with hippocampal 
deep leads versus patients with outside-hippocampal leads.[5]

Connectivity confluence of epileptic circuits can be 
established in deep gray nuclei or white matter. Given that the 

confluence of an specific white matter region where tracts are 
densely located in compact groups (TS) has been previously 
targeted for WMS, considering other networks for DBS is 
feasible. Although further studies are required to confirm an 
advantage among open or closed-loop approaches for WMS 
in terms of seizure control and quality of life, propagation of 
seizures from the mesial and anterior temporal lobe can be 
controlled with WMS of the anterior segment of the TS.[9]

Posterior Sylvian Junction

e PSJ is a region of white matter tracts located in the 
posterior quadrant of the hemisphere defined as the junction 
of the temporal, occipital, and parietal lobes (PTO junction) 
with no clear boundaries among them. e PSJ is represented 
by three layers of white matter tracts from superficial to deep: 
the superior longitudinal fasciculus complex, the sagittal 
stratum (SS), and the tapetum. Anteriorly, the PSJ is limited 
by the insula at the level of the superior and inferior limiting 
sulcus junction. Posteriorly, it is limited by the caudal end of 
the occipital horn.

e region between the arcuate/superior longitudinal 
fasciculus complex (A/SLF) and the tapetum has been 
traditionally described as SS. From superficial to deep, the 
middle/inferior longitudinal fascicles, the inferior fronto-
occipital fascicle (IFOF), and the optic radiation (OR)/
posterior extension of the anterior commissure fibers complex 
can be identified.[3,8] e anterior part of the SS is continuous 
and contiguous with the posterior segment of the TS and 
originates from the inferior limiting sulcus of the insula.[12]

Propagation of seizures in the posterior part of each 
hemisphere includes not only the SS but also the superficial 
and deep white matter fibers surrounding them (A/SLF 
complex and tapetum). As described before, these regions are 

Table 1: Stimulation parameters of PSJ DBS.

Programming V us Hz Ohms mA C 0 1 2 3 Seizure frequency

Preoperative 12–16 daily
Postoperative week 1–3 Hippocampal lead 12–16 daily
Postoperative week 4 Lead migration 3–4 daily seizures
Initial 2.0 120 145 492 3.933 + - - - - Engel IC
05/2019 2.0 120 145 492 3.933 + - - - -
08/2019 2.2 120 145 927 2.4 + - -
12/2019 2.2 120 145 927 2.4 + - -
09/2020 2.0 120 145 611 3.226 + - - - -
12/2020 3.0 120 145 611 4.8 + - - - -
05/2021 4.0 120 145 * * + - - - -
08/2021 4.0 150 145 527 7.4 + - - - -
12/2021 4.0 150 145 488 8.0 + - -
Current 4.0 150 145 488 8.0 + - - - -
*Given that the battery level was 2.31v in an ERI (Elective Replacement Indicator) mode, an impedance lecture was not performed. DBS: Deep brain 
stimulation, PSJ: Posterior Sylvian junction

Table 2: Timeline.

06-02-1997 Refractory epilepsy
02-04-2006 Epilepsy surgery diagnostic and planning protocol
03-10-2006 Left hippocampal DBS surgery
04-11-2006 Confirmation of electrode migration
05-04-2006 Initiation of stimulation
03-26-2019 Replacement of DBS electrode battery
05-01-2019 Changes in programming parameters (2019–2021)
12-01-2021 Changes in programming parameters (2019–2021)
12-02-2021 Current programming parameters
DBS: Deep brain stimulation
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continuous and from a connectivity standpoint, we propose 
to describe them altogether as PSJ. A  Klingler’s dissection 
technique of a left cerebral hemisphere performed in Stanford 
microsurgical laboratory illustrates the anatomy of the region 
[Figure  3]. PSJ includes multiple functional networks and 
an intricate white matter anatomy.[3,8,11,12] Given that seizure 
control in the reported case is adequate, restriction of seizure 
propagation appears to be related to WMS of the local 
passage of multiple association fibers.[7]

DBS of PSJ, as described in this case, has maintained adequate 
seizure control with improvement in quality of life and a positive 
impact on the perception of the patient about the treatment 
during a long-term follow-up. As a result of an apparent initial 
local micro lesioning effect associated with lead migration during 
the 4th week postimplantation, DBS was initiated, and a significant 
and sustained seizure reduction during 17 years was obtained. 
We hypothesize that PSJ requires an optimal stimulation point 
for greater efficiency in neuromodulation.[1,6,10,14,16,20]

Figure  3: Anatomical Klingler’s technique dissection of PSJ. (a) Superficial layer: AC/SLF complex. 
e superficial layer of the PSJ is the Ac/SLF complex, whose fibers have an oblique and vertical 
disposition in the region the (e dotted red line represents the position of the electrode, medial to 
Ac/SLF). (b) Superficial sagittal stratum: Both the iLF that is beneath the level of the temporal horn 
in the inferior portion of the PSJ connecting the anterior temporal region with the occipital lobe and 
the mLF located under the transverse temporal gyrus connecting the superior temporal gyrus with 
the inferior parietal lobe represent the next layer of the region. e mLF intersects with the deepest 
IFOF at the inferior limiting sulcus of the insula. e CR and the VOF are rostral and caudal to the 
stratum sagitale region. (c) Deep sagittal stratum: e IFOF is the next layer of the PSJ. It originates 
in the frontal lobe and runs in the external capsule under the anterior and inferior limiting sulcus 
of the insula toward the posterior part of the occipital and parietal lobes by a superior branch that 
extends above the atrium and by an inferior branch located in the roof of the temporal horn ending at 
the posterior temporal and occipital lobes. e initial segment of the OR runs deep to the IFOF both 
integrated in the posterior thalamic peduncle with the posterior branch of the anterior commissure 
and the auditory radiations. e optic radiation (OR) originates in the lateral geniculate body and 
ends in the calcarine fissure running through the roof of the temporal horn and the lateral wall of the 
atrium and occipital horn. (d) Deep layer: Tapetum. e Tapetum represents the deepest layer of the 
PSJ and separates the region from the ventricular ependyma connecting the posterior component of 
both hemispheres (e red arrow (b-d) represents the electrode position, in the PSJ superior to IFOF. 
e Tapetum presents a medial localization in relation to the electrode position). Ac/SLF: Arcuate-
superior longitudinal fascicle complex, CR: Corona radiata, IFOF: Inferior fronto-occipital fascicle, 
UF: Uncinate fascicle, VOF: Vertical occipital fascicle, mLF: Medial longitudinal fascicle, iLF: Inferior 
longitudinal fascicle, SS: Stratum Sagitale, Tpm: Tapetum, PSJ: Posterior Sylvian junction.
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e purpose of reporting this case is to identify that the PSJ 
is a connectivity confluence point of white-matter pathways 
in the posterior quadrant of the hemispheres and could be 
considered for research as a potential complementary target 
for neuromodulation.

e principal limitation of this case is that we do not have 
previous SEEG evaluations. Invasive studies were not 
consented to by the patient and family due to favorable clinical 
results obtained with the previous PSJ electrode stimulation.

CONCLUSION

Although absolute conclusions cannot be generalized from 
individual cases and more extensive series are required to 
confirm or discard the clinical findings reported, we have the 
hypothesis that connectivity confluence points of the brain 
are potential complementary targets for DBS of drug-resistant 
epilepsies. e rationale to consider the functional anatomy of 
PSJ as a candidate for DBS requires to be proved or rejected 
by following a prospectively designed protocol. is report is 
one of the few published cases of WMS for epilepsy.
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